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We are writing an important chapter
in the oceanic history - chronicle of
the Taiwan peripheral sea scenario
and strategy symposium

| |
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Legislator Lei Chien further explains Taiwan's exclusive economic sea
territory's division issue using charts; from left are Ministry of Interior
Land Administration director Chang Yuan-shu, National Security Coun-
cil member Chen Zhong-hsin, Dr. Hsieh Li-kong

Legislator Shuai Hua-min presents his view on the overall sce-
nario of Taiwan's peripheral seas; from left Coast Guard
Administratoin director Syu Huie-you, Dr. Jiang Huang-tze, Dr.
Suen Kuo-shiang
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As the 21st century has emerged as a new maritime millennium,
the world governments have actively take part in grappling mari-

time exploration, safeguarding territorial sea space, exploration of mari-
time resources, and maintaining ocean environment in search of secur-
ing a greater maritime equity, pushing maritime issue to be a subject of
worldwide importance.  As per the 1982 UN Ocean Treaty, coastal coun-
tries are entitled to 12 nautical mile of sea territorial claim, 24 nautical
mile of sovereignty claim, and 200 nautical miles os exclusive economic
zone jurisdictional claim, or even up to 350 nautical mile of continental
reef claim; the exploration and development of natural resources within
these sea territories have further heated the issues of territorial claim
and sea territorial division.

As world population begin to swell following World War II that
result in land resources being gradually depleted, in search of explor-
ing new energy sources, world countries are rushing to instigate mari-
time strategies in search of securing maximum national equity.  This,
coupled with globalization, frequent international trading, and how eco-
nomic and trade ties have come to dictate a nation's power, has pushed
world countries to turn to maritime transportation safety in search of
promoting global trade, spurring a worldwide effort for maintaining a
sea shipping network that helps to maintain and secure global trade.
Moreover, as the oceans further provide an important buffer zone to
national security, statistics put one-half of the world population to be
concentrating at a 200km strip from the coastline, and national political,
economic and cultural strongholds are also situated in coastal areas.
With that, how best to protect the security and stable development in
the coastal areas has emerged to become an important issue to seafar-
ing countries that are active in seafaring enterprise.

As Taiwan remains a hub between northeast Asia and southeast
Asia, and a transit hub from the Fareast to North American, the Taiwan
Strait sees 400 vessels coming and going everyday, 350 international
flights passing through, where the traffic has been vibrant and busy.  In
the peripheral waters are mainland coastal currents, the Black Tides,
and pockets of warm, low-saline water bodies from the South China
Sea that culminate some 2,500 varieties of fish, nurture nearly one-third
of corals worldwide, where the region not only offers great biodiversity
but hidden beneath the bottom of the seas a wealth of oil, natural gas
and other minerals.  Despite that Taiwan has extended its exclusive
economic zone to a 200 nautical mile area, yet the sea territories do
overlap with many nearby countries, where the territories are fought
over by all for the exceptional wealth of natural resources.    Countries

Coral Association of the ROC managing direc-
tor Dr. Cheng Ming-shu speaks at the sympo-
sium
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including Mainland China, Japan, and APEC countries are making claims
of it, and Japan even moves to announce in this February that the Japa-
nese government would move to take over the private lighthouse on the
Senkaku (Diaoyu) Island.  Some political observers even assert that is-
sues derived from the East Asia sea territories are ready to explode, much
like the arsenal of the Balkan Peninsula before World Word II, highlight
the highly sensitive nature of Taiwan's peripheral sea areas.

In light of which, Executive Yuan speaker has clearly instructed at
the 3rd committee committing held on April 25, 2005 that Taiwan's pe-
ripheral sea territorial dispute and relevant legal development issues need
to be addressed as early as possible, and has ordered the Executive Yuan
Coast Guard Administration, hereinafter the  Administration, to begin
staging a symposium as expeditiously as possible for gathering wide-
spread opinions as references for future policy development.  With that,
the Administration has at 9:00AM, June 28, 2005 staged a "Taiwan pe-
ripheral sea territorial scenario and strategization" symposium at the
Coast Guard Building's Chung Chen Hall, which expects to extend invi-
tations to over 200 government agency officials, lawmakers and scholars.
The symposium agenda is set out to cover three discussions entitled
"Taiwan's peripheral sea territorial scenario and future development
strategy, "Tsuen Shiao gas field incident and the Senkaku Island incident's
scenario development and strategy", an "Nansha issue and Dongsha sce-
nario profiling", with integrated plenary discussions scheduled.  The sym-

posium not only has Administration director Syu Huei-you presiding
session one meeting, invitations have also been extended to National Se-
curity Council consultant Chen Chung-hsin, Chen Chi University vice
director Lin Bi-shao, Executive Yuan vice speaker Wu Rong-yi, who would
preside additional sessions as meeting chairs, together with several
lawmakers, experts and scholars on hand to exchange viewpoints and
form consensus utilizing this gathering.

Administration director has said in his keynote, "The

A snapshot of Executive Yuan vice speaker Wu
Rong-yi (middle) presiding the integrated plenary
discussions
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Administration, when dealing with the response of the fishery escort-
ing issue during this period, has constantly reminded the associates to
expand Taiwan's sea territorial claim to 200 nautical miles, rather than
its 12 nautical mile sea territories, and administration associates need
to transform the agency's once simplistic trafficking crackdown, crimi-
nal tracking efforts into a three-part crucial mission of maritime law
enforcement, maritime service and maritime affairs.  Such transforma-
tion has not only been regarded as difficult in terms of mindset and
operational transformation but a more pressing issue lie with the
Administration's  equipment and its deficiency in sea and aerial
dynamics.  The lack of aerial duty performing capability and large ships
has not only kept the Administration from developing a three dimen-
sional law enforcement dynamic, but further hinders attaining the goal
of remote law enforcement.  In the government's organizational
reengineering plan, a abolition of a full time maritime affairs agency
has been has had Chung Shan University maritime policy center direc-
tor Hu Nien-tsu lamenting the phenomenon with a newspaper article,
entitled "the gradually vanishing vision of becoming a maritime nation",
and a closer examination of which leads us to believe hat the biggest
issue rests on the lack of maritime awareness.

Of the recent Sino-Japanese fishery dispute that triggered angry
voice coming from the fishermen in Suao, the incident has triggered
the public with unprecedented emphasis on maritime affairs, which
presents a crisis but also a turning point.  In fact, Taiwan's peripheral
sea territorial dispute concerns more than the fishery escorting issue
but alos the Tsuen Shiao oil field issue up north, and the sovereignty
dispute on the Senkaku Island; the issue of constant mainland vessel
infringement on Dong Sha sea territories down south; in the meantime,
the sovereignty claim dispute over the Nan Sha islets never ceased.  More
recently, what Japan has done to the so-called Toru Jima reef 800 nauti-
cal miles off to the east of Hualien with artificial reinforcement pro-
claiming it an island of Japan, triggering the 200 nautical mile exclusive
economic sea territory issue, has not only emerged to severely hinder
Taiwan's fishermen operations at sea but would also suffice to jeopar-
dize Taiwan's maritime claim.

The purpose of the current symposium lies in gathering input from
all sectors, helping to solidify public consensus, in order to develop a
comprehensive response mechanism and implementation mode when
disputes in the island's peripheral sea territories should break out in
the future.  For instance, focusing on the Sino-Japanese fishing ground
dispute, The head of Land Administration, Ministry of Interior, Chang
Yuan-shu has presented a five implementation strategies for the future,
which consist of strengthening the domestic legislation, speeding up
sea territory surveying, stepping up sea territorial escort, gathering prior
international case rulings, as well as mobilizing a negotiation team in
order to seize the negotiation timing, by taking to minimizing disputes
through establishing the boundaries, and a recommendable approach
for adopting detention, corrective action to raise the stake.  In addition,
there are scholars who propose that the overlapping sea territorial prin-
ciple needs to be resolved peacefully, and that the division of the exclu-
sive economic zone issue needs to be carefully assessed by studying its
cause and effect, while the Senkaku Island's sovereignty claim dispute
calls for a fishery right negotiation with Japan as expeditiously as
possible, and the need to locate a legal framework that is independently
differed from China's sovereignty claim.
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Executive Yuan vice speaker Wu Rong-yi has concluded the fol-
lowing instructions in his presiding the plenary symposium, which cov-
ers that all can work together with regard to addressing the issue of
launching a full-time maritime affairs agency; for stepping up sea terri-
torial law enforcement capabilities, it is viable to step up a patrol vessels
and aerial patrol dynamics, launching sea survey ships of larger tonnage
for conducting surveys in peripheral seas and continental reefs; the is-
sues of setting up a national park on Dong Sha and Nan Sha, which falls
under policy issue, could have the information consolidated and for-
warded to the 4th council meeting for discussion.  In the meantime, he

also reasserts that the government has always been emphasizing
on maritime affairs, and will continue to push forward

maritime related activities, who also anticipates all at-
tendees partaking the current symposium to con-

tinue providing their support and contribution
to bring forth maritime awareness among the
public to care for and guard the oceans that we
depend upon.  While Administration director
Hsu has said that the symposium has garnered
a significant contribution of articles being
published, which will be compiled into a the-
sis compendium print that will be available to
all as reference material.

As the 21st century has emerged as a
new millennium dominated by a maritime
culture, and maritime infrastructure has
emerged to become new blueprint for
Taiwan's national development, the general
lack of public maritime development and con-
servation concept,  coupled with the
government's lack of emphasizing maritime
affair related development, has led to the ab-
sence of a well-sought, innovative maritime

policy, causing fragmented management and policy inconsistency to se-
verely hinder Taiwan's maritime equity.  With the Taiwan government's
moving to launch a maritime affairs promotional council in January 2004
serving as a platform for all agency to promote maritime affairs, in the
future we need to actively embrace the oceans in an all encompassing
manner taking to utilizing the island of Taiwan as a hub, backed by a
democratic, peaceful and prosperity inducing maritime strategy, abid-
ing by UN maritime treaty guideline, to effectively maintain Taiwan's
maritime equity, and ensure a sustainable development of the Pacific
Ocean.  When faced with the disputes of the exclusive economic zone, it
is prudent to seek the judicial negotiation means taking to a non scattered,
peaceful approach, in place of military standoff conflicts, to avoid the
both sides from being trapped in an impasse situation that would only
lead to global dispute, that would poise to create a peaceful coexistence
collaboration mode, seeking long-term peace and optimal equity.  In a
move to realize president Chen's national development vision, it is pru-
dent for all of us to launch a full-time maritime agency by integrating
various resources that would help to realize a maritime national vision
of ecology, security and prosperity.

(The author is a officer of Department of Planning, the Coast Guard
Administration)
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A snapshot of Coast Guard Administration director
Syu Huei-you addressing the Taiwan peripheral sea
scenario and strategy symposium




